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Activity Salad 
Bowl: 

Serving All

Part II

Nancy Richards ADC/EDU/MC
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Stigma
How does stigma affect access to healthcare?

Consequences of stigma impact access to care and quality care

Barriers are created:
• delays in help-seeking

• discontinuation of treatment

• suboptimal therapeutic relationships

• patient safety concerns

• poorer quality mental and physical care

#1
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Objectives

1. Describe activity approaches for adults 
living with as history of Mental Illness or 
Substance Use Disorders

3. Summarize the 4-point recovery initiative 
from SAMHSA for persons living with Mental 
Health or Substance Use Diagnoses

4. Give 3 examples of specific symptoms and 
solutions that people living with Multiple 
Sclerosis can manage when staff is informed 
and supports their person directed choices.
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Types of Trauma

• transfer trauma (e.g., when no longer able to “age in place,” when necessary to move from 
one’s home)

• having lived through the Holocaust

• having faced natural disasters

• suffered from abuse throughout one’s life

• Adverse Childhood Experiences (e.g., emotional or physical abuse) with ramifications 
reverberating throughout adulthood and later life
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3 Ways Trauma Changes the Brain

1. Perceive danger everywhere

2. Your filtering system for information becomes skewed. Things 
other people may ignore become bigger for an individual 
and makes it very hard to focus

3. Self sensing system is blunted 
( body feels bad to dampen the tough feelings)
Source: Bessel van der Kolk
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Stressors
• Signals that act as signs of possible danger, based on historical traumatic 

experiences and which lead to a set of emotional, physiological, and 
behavioral responses that arise and function for  survival and safety

(e.g., sights, sounds, smells, touch, odors, colors, songs)

• Stressors/Triggers are all about one’s perceptions experienced as reality. 

• The mind/body connection sets in motion a fight, flight, or freeze response.

• A stressed/triggered individual experiences
• fear
• panic
• upset
• agitation

6 Key Principles of 
Trauma Informed 

Approach

1.Safety

2. Trustworthiness and transparency

3.Peer support

4.Collaboration and mutuality

5.Empowerment, Voice and Choice

6.Cultural, Historical and Gender Issues
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Social Statistics

An estimated 26% of homeless adults staying in shelters live with serious mental illness 
and an estimated 46% live with severe mental illness and/or substance use disorders

Only 41% of adults in the U.S. with a mental health condition received mental health 
services in the past year. 

Among adults with a serious mental illness, 62.9% received mental health services in 
the past year

Half of all chronic mental illness begins by age 14; three-quarters by age 24. 

Despite effective treatment, there are long delays—sometimes decades—between 
the first appearance of symptoms and when people get help
Source: NAMI
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Lack of Pleasurable Activities

Loss of Motivation

Depression

Lewisohn's Behavioral Model of Depression
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Stressors (Triggers) 
are external events or circumstances that may 
produce very uncomfortable emotional or 
psychiatric symptoms, such as 

• anxiety

• panic 

• discouragement

• despair

• negative self-talk

• Reacting to stressors/triggers is normal, but if we 
don't recognize them and respond to them 
appropriately, they may cause a downward 
spiral, making us feel worse and worse
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Resource

Substance Use 
Disorders

(SUD)
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Substance Use Disorders in Recovery

• The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services (SAMHSA) 
recognizes there are many different pathways to recovery 
and each individual determines his or her own way. 

• Americans with Disabilities Act 

• SAMHSA’s mission to promote a high-quality and satisfying life 
in the community for all Americans.

4 Dimensions

Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration/ 
SAMHSA

Recovery from Mental Disorders 
and 

Substance Use Disorders

Health Home Purpose Community
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Recovery from Mental Disorders and 
Substance Use Disorders:

A process of change through which individuals :

• Improve their health and wellness

• Live a self-directed life

• Strive to reach their full potential
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Substance Use Disorders have commonalities like other conditions. 

People who have brain damage from a stroke, head injury or alcohol and other 
drug use often have impairments in: 

• STM
• LTM
• Verbal or written language expression
• Motor skills
• Emotional regulation

• Physical: poor dentation, skin sores

Potential Happenings in Activities

HOLIDAY BLUES OFTEN BORED PARTICIPATION 
RELUCTANCE

DIFFICULTY 
STRUCTURING 

TIME AND TASKS

IMPULSIVITY
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Potential Happenings

Disparity of skills:

• Broad range of abilities, some have 
never learned basic skills of drawing, 
using scissors

• Others feel sadness over loss of skills 
they once had

• Many clients comment on the 
limitations of their work as an 
indicator of how their addictions 
have affected them in way in which 
they had not been fully aware of
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YES!  
When a client states he is 
reading a book which he 

has not done for a while. His 
mental health and 

substance use had buried 
that desire. He was not 

motivated or lost his 
attention for it. Then goes 

on to share with peer's 
knowledge about trees and 
leaf colors he had learned 

from the book.

Meaningful moments 
matter in recovery.
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Tip #1#1

Tip #2
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Tip #3

• The process is more important 
than the product of the activity. 

• Decreases pressure to perform, 
minimizes perfectionism, self 
esteem issues

Insights to 
Consider

Activity Leader Suggestion:

• The process is more important than the product 
of the activity. 

• Decreases pressure to perform, minimizes 
perfectionism, self esteem issues
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Therapeutic Communication Techniques

Listen attentively to what 
client is saying, 

verbally & nonverbally

• Using silence

• Repeat a phrase or word

• Use open ended 
questions

• Give  broad openings –
allows client to select the 
topic

• Encouraging comparison 
between topics
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Senior Savvy: Relieving Tech Stress So 
Seniors Can Thrive in Today’s World

• https://www.seniorlivingforesight.net/senior-savvy-
relieving-tech-stress-so-seniors-can-thrive-in-todays-world-
2/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=email&utm_campai
gn=Non-
Sponsored&utm_content=Senior%20Savvy:%20Relieving%2
0Tech%20Stress%20So%20Seniors%20Can%20Thrive%20in%2
0Today%27s%20World&inf_contact_key=8ca0c30050d6a4
77b8acfe94d7de6349680f8914173f9191b1c0223e68310bb1
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Relieving Seniors’ Tech Stress

Case Study
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Activity Approaches

Intellectual/ 
Developmental 
Disability   I/DD
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• We're not here to be your inspiration

• Go ahead … say disabled

• Go ahead … say disabled

• Disabled people deserve to be treated with dignity

Featured Article :

Melissa Blake Is Disabled and Proud of It

Four truths this writer and activist wishes you knew

Feb 2021 Healthy Woman Feb 2021
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Language

Developmental 
Disabilities

• Disabled adults are not always 
comparable to those of disabled 
children because many disabled 
adults are sexually mature and 
socially competent. 

• Board games, dodge ball

• Multi-game fair 
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October
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Resource

WELLNESS RECOVERY ACTION PLAN FOR PEOPLE WITH 

DEVELOPMENTAL DISTINCTIONS

HTTPS://WWW.WELLNESSRECOVERYACTIONPLAN.COM/PRODUCT/WRAP-FOR-
PEOPLE-WITH-DEVELOPMENTAL-DISTINCTIONS/

#2#2
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Multiple Sclerosis (MS) 
• A chronic demyelinating disease of 

the central nervous system affecting 
over a million people worldwide. 

• The demyelinating process begins 
when inflammatory T cells of the 
immune system attack and infiltrate 
the blood-brain barrier

• Creating a cascade effect of 
neurological symptoms. 

• MS presents itself through physical 
symptoms:

• fatigue
• depressed mood 
• motor deficits
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Multiple Sclerosis and Life Adjustment

Ongoing grieving 
process

Fear- the unknown, 
losing control over 

one’s life

Anger- changes 
that occuring

Depression-feeling 
helpless

Guilt- not being 
able to accomplish 

tasks
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Noise, Crowds and MS

• Noise becomes shockingly amplified

“rumbling thunder of chaos that soon manifests into a sensation of electricity 
darting up and down the spine, ringing ears, stress, and tightened muscles.”

hyperacusis

Tip: using ear plugs or wearing ear muffs

Exercise and MS • Prioritize the safety of clients

• Establish short- and long-term 
exercise goals

• Client is more likely to 
experience psychosocial gain if 
they can achieve mini 
milestones 
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Resident Room & Staffing Tips

• Train staff to be attentive to signs of depression

• Provide permanent assignment of direct care staff

• Safety- mobility, balance

• Fatigue- rest periods mid day. Offer evening programs

• Climate control

• Provide programs that support spiritual life 

Resource

Brain & Life® from the American Academy of 
Neurology 

tackles those questions and more in the only 
podcast dedicated to exploring the intersection 

of brain health and neurologic disease. 

Each week neurologist co-hosts 
Dr. Daniel Correa and Dr. Audrey Nath 
speak with neurology experts, celebrity 

advocates, and people whose lives are affected 
by brain conditions to educate and inspire you to 

maintain a healthy brain and a healthy you.

• Rebuilding Life After Stroke
• Living Confidently with Cerebral Palsy
• Voices from the Multiples Sclerosis 

Community
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4 Mental Health 
Benefits of Nature 

Exposure

Calming effects of nature:

• reduce stress, mental fatigue

• provides space

1. Going barefoot has shown to help 
regulate the nervous system, 
strengthen immunity 

2. Nature calms depression

3. Natural light improves sleep

4. Nature encourage social connection
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Superfoods For Better 
Moods–And Less 

Depression

• Inflammation influence
• Processed problems
• Body signals
• Dehydration
• Caffeine intake
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Frome Window Wanderland

Apps

Merlin Bird ID 

by Cornell La b 

Identify Every Bird You See

Cornell University
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Webinar: 

Recognizing Cultural Diversity in 
Service Delivery to Older Adults

October 5, 2022

Part of the Empowering Professionals in Aging 
series presented by Home Instead, Inc., 
franchisor of the Home Instead network.

American Society on Aging

https://www.asaging.org/web-
seminars/recognizing-cultural-diversity-service-
delivery-older-adults
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Mental Health 
America

BIPOC

July 2022

FREE Toolkit

https://mhanational.org/bipoc-mental-
health-month-2022-toolkit-download

Empowering people to be 
free from:

• Hopelessness

• Helplessness

• Boredom
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Resources

Updated Guidance for Nursing Home Resident Health and Safety    6/29/22

https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/updated-guidance-nursing-home-resident-health-and-
safety?fbclid=IwAR2saQ19IISIyRbGFR68oxXM1Vd6MwMdZGKmGHQPY93mcaAMv_d5oj4q4rU

BIPOC  July 2022  Mental Health America FREE Toolkit

https://mhanational.org/bipoc-mental-health-month-2022-toolkit-download

Webinar: Recognizing Cultural Diversity in Service Delivery to Older Adults October 5, 2022

American Society on Aging

https://www.asaging.org/web-seminars/recognizing-cultural-diversity-service-delivery-older-adults
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Demonstration
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